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LANGUAGES WEEK 

Last week we celebrated our annual Languages 
Week at Rokeby.   
 

This is an important event in the calendar as it 
provides an opportunity to celebrate our linguistic 
diversity and promote the importance and value 
of language learning.   
 

Lots of activities took place in lessons and around 
school including: 

 - Language themed Thought of the Week 
 - Language themed quiz 
 - Careers with languages presentations 
 - Language Week Key Stage assemblies 
 - University of Exeter workshop 
 - Crack the languages code challenge 
 - Duolingo challenge (Years 7 & 8) 
 - Guess the sweets competition 
 - University of Exeter competition 

Click on the links to find out more! 

Congratulations to Mustafa (7R) who won the sweets 
competition.  Students were asked to guess the number of 
sweets in the jar and submit their answers in either French 
or Spanish.  Mustafa came closest to the actual number, 
which was deux cent quatre-vingt treize (fr) or doscien-
tos noventa y tres (sp).    

DUOLINGUO CHALLENGE 
 

Who can gain the most XP on Duolingo 
for Languages Week? 
 
The challenge is open to all Year 7 & 8 
students.  To enter, please let your 
teacher know your XP by Monday 4th 
October.  There are prizes for the top 3 
students! 

SCAVENGER HUNT 
 

Students who entered the scavenger hunt 
received 2 achievement points for  com-
pleting correctly.  
Special mention to Debelu 7R, Ridwan 
7B, Toby 7R, Rayan 8O, Ashfi 8E, Ajman 
8B, Tamzid 9B, Parth 9R, Amir Irfan 9O, 
Abdi 11O, Luqman 11Y, Ali 11R who 
can claim an extra prize from Ms. Gurru-
chaga.  

https://cdn.realsmart.co.uk/rokeby/uploads/2021/09/30164806/ToftW-Language-Week.pdf
https://cdn.realsmart.co.uk/rokeby/uploads/2021/09/30164807/Languages-Week-Quiz.pdf
https://cdn.realsmart.co.uk/rokeby/uploads/2021/09/30165654/Languages-Week-CEIAG.pdf
https://cdn.realsmart.co.uk/rokeby/uploads/2021/09/30165703/Languages-Week-Assembly.pdf
https://cdn.realsmart.co.uk/rokeby/uploads/2021/09/30170627/Languages-Week-Exeter-Uni-presentation.pdf
https://cdn.realsmart.co.uk/rokeby/uploads/2021/09/30164805/Crack-the-code-challenge.pdf
https://rokeby.newham.sch.uk/languages-week/
https://rokeby.newham.sch.uk/languages-week/
https://rokeby.newham.sch.uk/languages-week/
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Language competition deadline: 4th October  

LANGUAGES! 
Did you know that people who speak more than one language 
earn 20% more a year!  
 

Examples of current language degrees include: 
 

 Statistics, Economics and a Language (UCL) 
 Russian & International Relations (Birmingham) 
 French and Beginners German (Oxford) 
 Law with Spanish Law (Oxford) 
 Music and Russian (Bristol) 
 Modern Languages & Business (Newcastle) 
 

Even if you are not sure you want to pursue a career in lan-
guages, learning another language still has so many benefits: 
 

 It encourages the creative side of your brain 
 It helps to improve memory 
 It quite literally makes your brain bigger 
 88% of employees stated that language skills are im-

portant to their organisation! 

It’s official - according to a joint project 
between Google News Lab and a data 
visualisation company, the most trans-
lated word on google translate is: 
 
 

Beautiful 
 

It is closely followed by words such as 
‘good’, ‘love’, ‘mama’.  Indeed, many of 
the top 10 most commonly translated 
words have positive connotations.   
According to a brief coverage by 
Wired, if anything, it’s a hopeful re-
minder that in spite of language 
bariers, the words people want to ex-
press the most reflect positivity.   
 

For some other fascinating language 
facts see our language quiz. 

https://cdn.realsmart.co.uk/rokeby/uploads/2021/09/30164807/Languages-Week-Quiz.pdf
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Parent Information Session:  
supporting mental health 
5th October (9:30am) 

 

Parent Information session:  
Science curriculum 
12th October (9:45am) 
 

Year 11 Information Evening 
14th October (4:00pm) 

PARENTS’ CALENDAR 


